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1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of fuzzy sets was initiated by Zadeh 193. In [6], Rosenfield 
introduced the notion of the fuzzy subgroup. Anthony and Sherwood [2] 
observed that the use of a minimum in the Rosenfield definition of a fuzzy 
subgroup restricts the notion rendering it not useful in various fuzzy 
situations. They introduced the notion of a r-norm and redefined the fuzzy 
subgroup by using a t-norm in place of a minimum. They studied the effect 
of an ordinary homomorphism on fuzzy subgroups. Various aspects of the 
concept of a fuzzy map have been studied by Albrycht and Matloka [ 11, 
Butnariu [3], Dubois and Prade [ 51 and Sugeno [7]. 

The aim of this paper is to introduce the notion of a fuzzy 
homomorphism between two groups and to study its effect on fuzzy sub- 
groups. 

Given a fuzzy homomorphism between two groups G, and G,, it follows 
from Proposition 5.8 of [6], that the l-level image of a fuzzy subgroup of 
G, is a fuzzy subgroup of G, and the l-level inverse image of a fuzzy sub- 
group of G, is a fuzzy subgroup of G I. But these results are not true for the 
t-level image and the t-level inverse image. In this paper we have tried to 
characterize the t-level image and the the t-level inverse image by a f-level 
f-fuzzy subgroup of G, and a r-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G,, respectively. 
These structures are a generalization of the fuzzy subgroup in a sense. 
Lastly, we prove a fuzzy analog of the correspondence theorem between 
two groups. 

2. PRELIMINARIES AND ELEMENTARY RESULTS 

In this section we have defined the fuzzy homomorphism and proved 
some preliminary results which are used in the subsequent sections. 
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Let X be a set. By a fuzzy subset of X, we mean a map from X to 
I= [O, I]. 

DEFINITION 2.1. A fuzzy map f from a set X to a set Y is an ordinary 
map from X to the set of all fuzzy subsets of Y satisfying following con- 
ditions: 

(i) VX E X, there exists y, E Y such that (f(x))(yi) = 1 

(ii) Vx~X,f(x)(yr)=f(x)(y~) implies that y, = y,. 

One observes that a fuzzy map f from X to Y gives rise to a unique 
ordinary map ,u~ : XxY + Z, given by ,u~(x, y) = f(x)(y). One also notes 
that a fuzzy map from X to Y gives a unique ordinary map fi : X-+ Y 
defined as j-r(x) = y,. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let G, and Gz be two ordinary groups andf: G, -+ G, 
be a fuzzy mapping. Then f is said to be a fuzzy homomorphism iff 
cfr(x1x2~ Y)=V~,~~=~ (~~f(x,~ Y~).P~L~(x~, Ed), vx,, x2 EG, and YEG~. 

One notes that iffis an ordinary map, then the above definition reduces 
to an ordinary homomorphism. One also observes that if a fuzzy map f is a 
fuzzy homomorphism, then the induced ordinary map fr is an ordinary 
homomorphism. 

DEFINITION 2.3. If G is a group then a fuzzy set p of G is called a fuzzy 
subgroup of G, denoted by (G, p), if 

0) P(~~~~)~P(x,)~PL(x~) for all xl, x2 EG 

(ii) ~(x-‘) L p(x) for all x E G. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f: G, + G2 be a fuzzy homomorphism. Then 

(4 P+~x~, YIY~) > &(x1, Y,) . ,9(x2, v2) Vx19x2 E G1 and 
YI,Y,EG, 

(b) pr(x, y) = 1 implies that pf(x-l, y-l) = 1 VXE G, and YE G2 

(c) pr(x, y) = t # 0 implies that pf(e,, y;‘y) = t Vx E G, and y E G2, 
where Y,~ E G2 with ,q(x, y,) = 1. 

,u,-(x, y)= 1 *y= fi(x) which implies that y-l = [fi(x)]-’ = 
as f, is an ordinary homomorphism. This implies that 

y-1) = 1. 
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(c) p4./(x, y) = t implies that 

pfte,, Y.;‘Y)=cl,tx-‘x, Y.;‘Y) 

w,w, YJ’) .Pf/(XY Y) by (a) 

>, t. 

Again, 

t=&x, Y)=&R ~~~39 

2 CL~(X, Y,) .~fL/(el, Y;‘Y) 

>Pftel, Y;‘Y). 

Hence, p.fte,, Y.F’Y) = t. I 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f, : G1 -+ G2 be an ordinary homomorphism. If 
(G,, o) be afuzzy subgroup ofG, thenf,(G,, u)= (G,,f,(o)) is afuzzy sub- 
group of G2. 

Proof: Follows from Proposition 4 of [Z], as . is a continuous 
r-norm. 1 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let fi: G, --f G2 be an ordinary homomorphism. If 
(G,, y) be a fuzzy subgroup of G,, then f r1(G2, y) = (G,, f c’(y)) is a fuzzy 
subgroup of G, . 

Proof. Denote f c’(y) = o’, where f ;‘(y)(y) = y(f,(y)), 

~‘(Xl%) = Yuitxlx2)) = Y(fl(X1) fi(X,)), xl, x2 E G, 

2 Y(fl(X,)) .Y(fi(XZ)h 

as (G2, y) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,. Hence, o’(x,x,)~ u’(xl) .D’(x~) and 

ex-‘)=Y(fi(x-‘)) 

= y(f,(x))-‘) 3Y(f,(X)) 

= u’(x), XEG, 

So, (G,, f [l(y)) is a fuzzy subgroup of Cl. 1 

hOPOSITION 2.4. Zf (G, pl ) and (G, p2) be two fuzzy subgroups of a 
group G, then their intersection (G, H, A pLz) is a fuzzy subgroup of G. 
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Proof Denote p, A pr = 11: 

Hence, (G, p) is a fuzzy subgroup of G. 1 

3. I-LEVELS-FUZZY SUBGROUPS OF G, AND G2 

One observes that even though the f, -image of a fuzzy subgroup is a 
fuzzy subgroup and thefr -inverse image of a fuzzy subgroup is a fuzzy sub- 
group, but the t-level image of a fuzzy subgroup and the t-level inverse 
image of a fuzzy subgroup need not be a fuzzy subgroup. In this section we 
give the notion of a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup and prove that the t-level 
image of a fuzzy subgroup is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup and the t-level 
inverse image of a fuzzy subgroup is a r-level f-fuzzy subgroup. 

Throughout this section, f: G, + G, is considered to be a fuzzy 
homomorphism. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let f: G, -+ Gz be a fuzzy homomorphism. Let (G, , u) 
be a fuzzy subgroup of G, . The t-level image f,(G, , II) of (G, , u) under f is a 
fuzzy subset (G,, y,) of G2 with yI defined as 

Yt(Y)= v u(x), YE& 
fJ/(X..P)2’ 

= 0, otherwise. 

DEFINITION 3.2. A fuzzy subset (G,, y) is called a t-level f-fuzzy sub- 
group of G, if there exists a fuzzy subgroup (G,, 7) of G2 such that 

6) Y(Y)~Y(Y) for all YEG.Z 

(ii) Y(YIY~~?(Y~).Y(Y~) VY,, y2~G2, and Y(Y,Y~~Y(Y~)~~(Y~) 
VY,, ~2 EGZ 

(iii) Vpfcx,yJLr CWib))l GY(Y), VY E 6. 
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One observes that a fuzzy subgroup of G2 is always a t-levelf-fuzzy sub- 
group of Gz. Also a 1-levelf-fuzzy subgroup of G2 satisfying the otherwise 
inequality of (iii) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,. 

DEFINITION 3.3. Let (G2, y) be a fuzzy subgroup of Gz. The t-level 
inverse imagef;‘(G,, y) of (G,, y) underfis a fuzzy subset (G,, v,) of G, 
with v, defined as 

u,(x) = v Y(Y), XEG, 
P/(x.Y)br 

= 0, otherwise. 

DEFINITION 3.4. A fuzzy subset (G, , u) is called a t-level f-fuzzy sub- 
group of G, if there exists a fuzzy subgroup (G,, 6) of G, such that 

(i) C(x) d v(x), Vx E G, 

(ii) v(xIxJ~v(xI)~~(xZ) Vx,, x2 EGO, and v(x,x2)>/~(x,)~v(xZ) 
vxl, x2 EG, 

(iii) Vw,c.r. uj > f CVfl,~~+, o”(x)] <u(x) VXE G,. 

We observe that a fuzzy subgroup of G, is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of 
G, and a I-levelf-fuzzy subgroup (G,, v) of G1 with (G,, 0”) 1 (Ker fi) and 
satisfying the otherwise inequality of (iii) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,. Here 
Ker fi is treated as a fuzzy subset of G, with the characteristic function u, 
mapping all the elements of Ker f, to 1 and the rest to zero. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. If (G,, v) be a fuzzy subgroup of GI then f,(G,, v) = 
(G,, yI) is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G,. 

Proof: Denote f,(G,, v) as (G2, y’), where 

Y’(Y)= v u(x) 
w(x3 Y) = 1 

and 

Y!(Y)= v u(x), LEGS. 
iy(*, Y) 2 t 

It follows from Proposition 2.2 that (G2, y’) is a fuzzy subgroup of G2: 

6) Clearly Y’(Y) G Y,(Y), YE G2 
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(ii) 

as v is a fuzzy subgroup of G, : 

Y’bl) = v v(x) y(x. Y1) = 1 

and 

Y,(h) = v v(x)* P//(X. Y2) L r 

Consider E > 0. Since .: Ix I+ I is continuous, there exists 6 > 0 such that 

I(t*, t2)-(fir &)I <6=E- It, *t, - t;. t;1 <E. (1) 

For 6 > 0, by the definition of supremum, there exists x0 and 2 E G, with 
pf(xO, y,) = 1 and ~~(2, y2) 2 t such that 

0(x,)2 v v(x)--/2 
/qkYl)'~ 

and 

Hence, by (l), 

v(Z)2 v v(x)-d/2. 
P/k Y2) 2 f 

v(xg) * v(n) 2 [( v 
P/L/(X. YI) = 1 

w)*( v 
Pfk Y2) 2 l 

v(x))]- 

Therefore, 

Y!(Yl YJ 2 [( v 
Pf(X. Yl) = 1 

w)( v 
Pf(X. Yd 2 t 

v(X))]- 

=r’(vl).Yt(Y*)--. 

Hence yI(yI yJ 2 y’(y,) . y,(yZ), as E is arbitrarily small. 
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Similarly, it can be proved that 

YAYl v2) 2sy,(Yl) * (Y’(Y2)* 

(iii) By the d f t e mi ion of supremum, V6 > 0 there exists x’ E G1 with 
p/(x’, y) 2 t such that 

r’(f*W)) 2 v CY’(fi(X))J -m 
Pf’I(“s Y) 2, f 

i.e., 

V u(x) 2 v Cr’(f1(x))l -w (2) 
PI(.G.fl(“‘)) = 1 Pf’I(X* Y) 2 I 

Again, by the definition of supremum, there exists XE G, with 
~~(2, f,(x’)) = 1 such that 

o(Z)>, v u(x) - J/2. (3) 
@~(.x~/lLx’))= 1 

Now, 

/if/( Xx’ - I, e2) = k+x’-‘, fiW) fi(x’)-’ 
a+., flW))~&W1, fiwr’) 
= 1, 

fi,_X-f, Y) = @x’-‘x’, e2 y) 
> pf(Xx’-I, e2) . IQ-(X’, Y) 2 t. 

This shows that o(Z) f V,,,(+. uj >, u(x). Therefore, 

V CY’(fi(x)~l~ V u(x)+(5/2, from (2) 
P/(X, Y) 3 t Pfi.d(X’)) = 1 

< u(2) + 6/2 + a/2, from (3) 

< v u(x)+6 
p/ix .v) 2 f 

= Y,(Y) + 4 

so that VI1,cx.yja t [~‘(f~(x))] dyt(y), as 6 is arbitrarily small. Hence, 
(G2, y,) is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G,. 8 

PROPOSITION 3.2. This intersection of two t-level f-fuzzy subgroups of G2 
is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G2. 
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ProqjY Let (G?, y, ) and (Cl, y?) be two I-levelf-fuzzy subgroups of G?. 
From the definition of (G,, 7, ) and (G,, y2), there exist fuzzy subgroups 
(G,, 7,) and (G,, *T2) of G, such that 

(a) Tl(~)d~,(y), VyeG2 

(b) Y~(YI Y~)~?~(Y~).Y~(Y~) and v~(Y, Y~)>/Y~(Y~).~,(Y~), VY,, 
YI EGZ 

(~1 Vw~:,.‘.~>, CY”~(fi(x))l~<,(~), VYEG~; 

(a’) %(Y) d Y~Y), VY E G, 

@‘I YAY, ~2) 3 &(Y~) .Y~(YJ and Y~Y, ~2) B yz(yl 1 .~AY~)~ VY, 9 
Y, eGz 

(c’) Vp,/(.x,.vjs, Mf,(~))l ~YAY), ‘~YEG,. 
Denote 7, A y2 = y” and y, A y2 = y. 

Proposition 2.4 gives that (G2, 7) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,: 

(i) Y”(Y)=~,(Y) A L(Y), YEG~ 

6 CY,(Y) A Y,(Y)15 by (a) and (a’) 

= Y(Y) 

(ii) Y(Y, Y*)=YI(YI Yz) A Y*(Y, YJ 

2 [~,(YI).Y,(Yz)I A [?z(Y,) 

‘YAYJI by (b) and (b’) 

2 [y”,(Y,) A %(YI)] . [II’, A YdYz)] 

=7(Y,).Y(Y*). 

Similarly it can be proved that y(yr yZ) b y(yr) . y( yr). 

(iii) v cwi(x))l 
P/(-Y. .v) 2 I 

= v [r’,(fi(X)) A h(fi(X))l 
P((.I. .v) 3 f 

6 
[ 

v y”,(.f1(x)) v 
p/‘/(-r. .v) a I 

] A [ 
P/‘/(X, Y) 2 f 

<Y,(Y) A YdY), by (c)and (c’) 

= Y(Y). 

Hence, (G,, y) is a r-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G,. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. If(G2, y) is afuzzy subgroup ofG2 thenf,-‘(G,, y)= 
(G,, u,) is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G,. 

Proof. Denote f ;‘(G,, y) = (G,, o’), where 

u’(x) = Y(f,(X)) 

and 

u,(x)= v Y(Y), XEG,. 
P((.L P) a r 

It follows from Proposition 2.3 that (G,, u’) is a fuzzy subgroup of G, : 

(i) Clearly u’(x) < u,(x) VXE G,. 

(ii) u,(x,x2)= v Y(Y) 
~/(.VZ. .v) 3 I 

2 v Y(Y,Y,) 
Ilf(.Xl. Yl) 3 t 
P/h Y2) = 1 

> v CY(Y,).Y(Y,)l> 
P//(xl.Y1)3~ 
P/(X2. (‘2) = I 

as (G,, y) is a fuzzy subgroup of G, : 

WI) = V Y(Y) and v’(xZ)=y(fi(x2)). 
P/(‘cl.Y)>l 

Consider E > 0. Since .: Ix I + I is continuous. there exists 6 > 0 such that 

I(t,, tz)-(t;, t;)(<s*lt, .t,-tt;.t;I<&. (1’) 

For 6 > 0, by the definition of supremum, there exists Jo G, with 
pf(x,, j)>t such that y(j)>/V p,?l(x,,y)at~(~)-6. Let fibz)=~o so that 
y(fi(x2)) = Y(Y~). Hence, by (I), 

Therefore 

YW .Y(Yo) B [( v Y(Y)) .Ymd] -E* 
Pfh. JJ) 2 r 

U,(XIXZ) 2 [( v 
P&cl. Y) a I 

Y(Y)) -Y(h(m] - 63 
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so that 

as E is arbitrarily small. Thus u,(x, x2) 2 u,(x,) u’(xz). 
Similarly, it can be proved that u,(xlxz) 3 o’(x,) . u,(xz). 

(iii) By the definition of supremum, V’6 > 0, there exists y’ E G, with 
,q(x, y’) 2 t such that 

v u’(a)2 v [ v u(P)]-6/2. (2’) 
P/K v’) = 1 P/kY).f ~fil(-~.Y)= 1 

Again by the definition of supremum, there exists &, EG, with 
p,-(l,, y’) = 1 such that 

u’(2,) 2 v u’(Z) - 6/2, 
P/W. Y’) = I 

i.e., 

Y(fI&)) 2 v VI@) - 6/2. (3’) 
P/K $1 = ’ 

Now /+(x2, ‘, y’y’ - ’ )2pf(x, y’)-c1/(1;‘, y’-I)3 t, i.e., ,+(x.?;‘, e,)>t. 
Therefore 

so that 

Now, 

ru-I(%))6 v Y(Y) 
P/(X, Y) 2 1 

v [ v 
P/k Y) 2 f yR Y  I= 1 

w] 

< V o’(Z)+6/2 from (2’) 
P/r/(% Y') = 1 

G ru-I &)) + a/2 + a/2 from (3’) 

G v Y(Y)+6 P/b. Y) 3 r 

= u,(x) + 6. 
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Therefore, &, .“) pt CV,K v) = 1 o’(Z)] <u,(x), as 6 is arbitrarily small. 
Hence, (G 1, u,) is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G, . 1 

PROPOSITION 3.4. The intersection of two t-level f-fuzzy subgroups of G, 
is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G, . 

Proof. Let (G 1, u,) and (G, , u2) be two t-level f-fuzzy subgroups of G, . 
From the definition of (G,, ul) and (G,, u2) it follows that there exist sub- 
groups (G, , I?*) and (G 1, C2) satisfying three properties of Definition 3.4. 
Denote 5, A fi2 = 0” and u, A u2 = u. By Proposition 2.4, (G,, 6) is a fuzzy 
subgroup of G1 : 

(i) 

(ii) 

ii(x) = 61(x) A O*(x), XEG, 

<u,(x) A uzb), using the first properties of 

(Cl3 0,) and (G y u2) 

= u(x). 

v(x*J4=~I(x1x2) A u2(x,x2), ~1, x2 E G, 

~(u~(x~).h(xz)) A (&1).0”2(xd), 

by the second properties of (G,, ul) and (G,, u2). 

2 [01(x,) A v2(X1)1 * [h(G) A fi2@2)1 

= v(x1). 6(x*). 

Similarly it can be proved that u(xIxZ) 2 6(x1) .u(x~). 

(iii) v [ v B,(P)], XE G, 
p/(x,y)>t y(.%.v)=l 

= v [ v (D”l(J?) A 624 

Ll/‘/(x, .v) 3 I p/(-t y) = 1 

du,(x) A &), 

by using the third properties of (G, , ul) and (G,, u2) 

= u(x). 

Hence, (G, , u) is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G1. 1 
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4. ~-LEVEL KERNEL AND ISOMORPHISM THEOREM 

In this section we have defined a t-kernel and proved the fuzzy analog of 
the correspondence theorem. Throughout this section f’: G, --f G, is con- 
sidered to be a fuzzy homomorphism; e, and e2 are the identity elements of 
G, and G,, respectively. {e, } can be considered as a fuzzy subset of G, , 
denoted by (G, , O), where 

D(x) = 1, x=e, 

= 0, xfe,. 

Clearly, (G,, 0) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,. By Proposition 3.1, 
f,(Gi , 0) = (G,, f,(O)) is a ?-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G2. Denote 
(G2, f,(3) = (G,, Y,), where 

y’,(Y) = v C(x) 
fl,(.~,.~-‘)>~ 

i 

1, = pf(e,, y-l) 3 t 

0, p/(e,, Y-‘1 < t; 

{e2) can be considered as a fuzzy subset of G2 denoted by (G,, jJ), where 

Y(Y) = 17 Y =e2 

= 0, y#e2 

Clearly, (G2, 77) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,. By Proposition 3.3, 
f,‘(G,, 7) = (G,, f,-‘(T)) is a t-level f-fuzzy subgroup of G,. Denote 
CC,, f,-‘(‘Y)) = (G,, 61, where 

fi,(x) = v Y(Y) 
Jl/(/(.W)Z1 

={ 

1, PAX e2) 2 t 
0, p#, e2) < t. 

DEFINITION 4.1. (G, , 5,) is called kernel of the fuzzy homomorphism f: 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Zffi is onto then f,( Cl, 6,) = (G,, 7,). 

Proof 

C,(x) = 1, P&G e2) 2 t 

= 0, bqLf(x, e2) < t; 

y”,(Y) = 19 pf(e,, y-‘)2t 

= 0, &(e 1 , y ’ 1 < t, 

f,(G,v 6,) = (‘323 .t-i(~t)), 
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where 

f,(u’,)(Y)= v fi,(x). 
lq/(r.y)= I 

By the definition of supremum, V6 > 0, there exists x0 E G, with 
pr(xo, y)= 1 such that 

D”t(xo)> v $(x)-6. 
~/l--c Y) = I 

fi,(x,) = 1, I+~, ed > t 

= 0, ~f(+b e2) < t. 

(4) 

Let Pf(%, ez) > f. Since pL1.(xO, y) = 1, 

pf(e,, Y-‘1 = k+ox;‘, e2 Y’) 

2pf(xo, 4 .j.q(xo-‘, y-l)> t. 

Therefore 6,(x0) = f,(y). 
In case jq(xO, e2) < t, then p[(e,, y,‘e*) < t (by Proposition 2.1(c)) so 

that pf(e,, y-‘) c t. So, 6,(x0) = y”,(y) =O. Therefore, from (4), p,(y) > 
Vp,t.r,r.j=, C,(x) - 6, so that y,(y) 3 Vlc,C.X,y,=, C,(x), as 6 is arbitrarily small. 
Hence (G2, 7,) 2 (G2, fit&)). 

For the other way consider the following two cases: 

Case 1. y,(y)= l*pf(el, y-‘)>t. Asf, is onto, so there exists %EGI 
such that p,( I, y) = 1, 

*y’,(y) = o”,(T) G v  fi,(x) 
Irj(w)= 1 

*P,(Y)Gs,(o’,)(Y). 

Case 2. y’,(y) = 0 dfi(o”,)(y). Therefore (G,, fr(o”,)) 2 (G2, 7,). Hence, 
f,(G,, o”,) = (G,> 70. I 

PROPOSITION 4.2. f;‘(G2, 7,) = (G,, 17,). 

Proof: .f;‘(G2, Fr) = (G,, f;‘(P,)), where for x E G,, 

409/131/2-17 
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.f, ‘(J,k~) = ;;,(f,(.Y)) = 1, P,(el..f’*(~~) ‘122 
= 0. P,(e,J‘,(-~) ‘)<c 

f?,(x) = 1, p,(x, Pz) 3 r 

= 0, p,(x. VJ) < t. 

Case 1. f;‘(y”,)(x)= 1, i.e., p,.(e,, (f;(x)) ‘)>t. Also, p/(x,/,(x))= 1. 
Therefore 

so that C,(x) = 1, i.e., f [‘(y,)(x) = ii,(x). 

Case 2. j; ‘(y’,)(x) = 0. Then f; ‘(y,)(x) = 0 <C,(x). Therefore f; ‘(G,, 
Yr) c (G,, 6,). 

For the other way also consider the following cases: 

Case 1. C,(x) = 1, i.e., ,q(x, ez) 2 t. By definition off, there exists j E G2 
such that p/(x, j) = 1. Therefore 

so that f;‘(y”,)(x) = 1, i.e., C,(x) = f 1 ‘(jjr)(x). 

Case 2. 6,(x)=0. Then C,(x)=O<f;‘(jj,)(x). Therefore (G,, 17,)s 
f~l(G~, 7,). Hence, f;-‘(G,, 7,) = (G,, 4). I 

Let 

9, = (fuzzy subgroup (G,,o,) of G, such that (G,,u”,)c= 
(G,, uJ1 

F2 = {fuzzy subgroup of (G2, ra) of G2 such that (G,, y”,) E 
(G,, Y,,I. 

PRO~SITION 4.3. Zf (G,, u,)E~, and /I is onto, then f,(G,, o,)= 
(G,, f,(Q) is a&-v show of G, andfAG,, cJ=f,(G,, 0. 

Proof. fl(Gl, UJ = (6, fl(d). Clearly, fl(uJ(~) G.f,(o,)(~). Now we 
show that 

h(b)(Y) G.f,(MY) 
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i.e., 

.l(,d>, h(X) 6 v u&J. / F P/‘/(-5 4.) = 1 
For this it is enough to show that given any x E G, with pLr(x, y) > 2, there 
exists 2 E G, with ~~(2, y) = 1 and o,(Z) 2 u,(x). 

As ,fi is onto, there exists 2 E Gi such that p,-(2, y) = 1. This together 
with ~~(x, y) > t gives pLr(xl- ‘, e2) > t, so that 6,(x2-‘) = 1. 

But C,(xZpl) <u,(xZ-l, as (G,, u,)E~,. Therefore, 0,(x2-‘)= 1, i.e., 
o,(Kx-‘) = 1. This implies that u,(Z) = 0,(2x-‘x) > u,(.S-‘) . U,(X) 2 U,(X). 
Hence, .L(u,)(Y) d fl(u,)(y). Thus, (G,, fAu,)) = (G2, f,(Q) and it follows 
that (G2, f,(u,)) is a fuzzy subgroup of GZ. 1 

PROPOSITION 4.4. rf(G2,yB)~S2, thenf,-‘(G,, yp)=(G1,f;l(yB)) is a 
fuzzy subgroup of G, andf;‘(G,, yp) = f,‘(G2, yp). 

proof: f;‘G, YJ = KG, f;‘(~&). Clearly, f&dx) = Y~(.Mx)) G 
V~,,x,.v~~r Y&Y) = f,-‘(~&). -I- O show Ve,c.r,.v)z I Y&Y) < r&fj(x)), it is 
enough to show that given any y E G, with ~Jx, y) 3 t, there exists j E G, 
with plr(x, p) = 1 and ra(j3 2 y&y). 

Let y E G, with ~~(x, y) B t. By definition off, there exists j E G2 such 
that ~Jx, j) = 1. This together with ~~(x, y) > t implies that 

i.e., p,(ei, (yyyl))‘) 2 t, so that .yll(jy?y-l) = 1. 
But jj,(jy’yl)<ys(jy:y-l) as (G,,yB)~92. Therefore, ya(jyY-‘)= 1. 

Now Y~(~)=Y~(~Y~‘Y)~Y~(~Y~‘). Y,~Y)>Y&Y). Hence, f;‘@dxK 
f;‘(~&). Thus, (G,,~,‘(Y,))=(G,,~,‘(Y~)) and hence (G,,fi’(~,)) is 
a fuzzy subgroup of G, . m 

Define a map 8: 9, +S$ as O(G,, u,)= (G2, fi(u,)). Since (G,, 6,)~ 
(G2, ua), it follows from Proposition 4.1 that (G,, f,(u,)) 2 (G,, 7,). Thus, 
for (G,, u,)E~~, O(G,, u,)E&. 

CORRESPONDENCE THEOREM 4.1. rffi is onto then 8: F, -+ 4 is bijective. 

ProoJ: 8 is one-one. Let (Gi,v,), (G,,u,~)EJ& such that O(GlruZ)= 
@(cl, Q), a#a’. Then (G2, fl(u,))= (G2, fl(uas)) so that CC,, f;‘fl(u,))= 
(G,, f;‘f,(u,,)) (cf. [4]). It is enough to show that (G,, f;‘f,(u,)) = 
(G,, 0,) and 

(G,, f;‘fiW) = (G,, urn,). 

Clearly (Cl, 4 s (cl, f;‘fl(tJ) (cf. C41). 

409/131/2-17 l 
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Conversely, let x E G, . Then 

By the definition of supremum, V6 >O, there exists Z0 E G, with 
I*,-(&, JJJ = 1 such that 

@o) 2 v u,(cq - 6. (5) P/(.7. v.7) = 1 
Now, P#% ‘, Y, Y, ’ )>I.+, Y~).P#;‘, Y;‘)= 1, i.e., I+(-%‘, ed= 1, 
so that c,(xZ;‘) = 1. But o”,(xZ;‘) = uI,(xZ; ‘) < 0,(x2; ‘) so that 
u,(xZ,y’) = 1. Now 

u,(x) = 0,(x.f,‘&‘) 

2 u,(x~;‘) . u,(R,), as u, is a fuzzy subgroup of G, . 

Therefore, u,(x) 2 ~,(a,). 
From (5) one has that V~,I/(I.uV~=I [u,(Z)] < u,(%-,) + 6 d u,(x) + 6, 

so that Vp,c.t, vrj = 1 [o,(Z)] <u,(x), as 6 is arbitrarily small. There- 
fore, f; ‘f,(u,)(x) Q u,(x). Hence, (G, , 0,) 2 (G,, f; ‘f,(u,)). Thus, 
(G, > f; ‘fi (urn)) = (G, 3 ud 

Similarly (G,, f;‘f,(u,,)) = (G,, II,,). Hence, 8 is one-one. 

8 is onto. Let (G2, yp) E 4. By Proposition 2.3, f r ‘(GZ, rs) = 
(GI,f;‘(ya)) is a fuzzy subgroup of G,. Also 

(G~~Y~)E% =(Gz, %)~GY,) 

= (G, 3 f;‘(7,)) E (G, 2 fr’hA (cf. C41) 

+ (G,, 01,) s (G,, f;‘(ra)), by Proposition 4.2. 

Therefore (G,, f;‘(rs)) E&. N ow W;‘(G,, Y~H=~,~;‘G, Y/S)= 
(G,, ys), asfi is onto (cf. [8]). So, 8 is onto. Thus, 8 is bijective. i 
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